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AUTOMATIC serAYING MACHINE

Herbert J. Pattison, Detroit, Mich., assignor to
Briggs Manufacturing Company, Detroit,
Mich., a corporation of Michigan

Application March 24, 1939, Serial No. 263,954.
12 Claims. (C. 91-45)

This invention relates to paint spraying ma
chines or devices and more particularly to an im
proved automatic spraying machine adapted to
perform a variety of spraying operations.
Spraying installations having manually con
trolled stationary spray guns and conveyor for
moving the work past such guns have been suc
cessfully used on large pieces such as automobile
bodies, structural steel beams, large panels, and
the like. However, installations of this character
cannot be used for painting small pieces of odd
shapes, such as various frames, bent pieces of
molding, and the like, without prohibitively large
Waste of paint, space, and time. Therefore,
spraying of such small pieces has been done by
hand with resulting ineficiency, waste of time,
material, and factory space. Such hand opera
tions are also injurious to the health of the oper
ators and give low volume of production.
One of the objects of the present invention is
to provide an improved automatic paint spray

ing machine which can perform spraying opera

the following description and appended claims,
reference being had to the accompanying draw
ings forming a part of this specification wherein
like reference characters designate corresponding
parts in the Several views.

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of the automatic
machine embodying the present invention, said
machine being viewed from its delivery or finish
Fig.2 is a plan view of a window franhe or gar

end.
O

nish molding which may be painted or sprayed

in the automatic spraying machine of Fig.1.
5

Fig. 3 is a sectional view taken in the direc
tion of the arrows on the section plane passing
through the section line 3-3 of Fig. 2.
Fig. 4 is a perspective side view of the machine
illustrated in Fig. 1, the observer being pre

sumed to look in the direction of the arrows from
20

the line 4-4 of Fig. 1.
Fig. 5 is a fragmentary perspective view illus
trating the improved automatic spraying ma
chine, the observer being presumed to look at said

machine down from the right-hand upper corner
tions on a variety of workpieces which heretofore
thereof as indicated by the arrow designated by
had to be sprayed by hand.
Another object of the invention is to provide 25 the character '5' in the upper right-hand corner
Fig. 1.
* .. .
an improved automatic spraying machine which of Fig.
6 is a transverse vertical sectional view of
can be used for spraying such workpieces as bent
the machine, said view being taken in the direc
pieces of molding, automobile window frames,
of the arrows on the section plane passing
and the like, and is adapted to spray the paint tion
the line 6-6 of Fig. 4.
only over the surface of the workpiece and not through
Fig. 7 is a view partly in section showing in
On the conveyor, thereby eliminating the exces
sive waste of paint by preventing wasteful spray plan the spray gun moving chain, the observer
being presumed to look down from the plane pass
ing of paint through the openings in the work
ing through the line - of Fig. 4.
pieces onto conveyor surfaces.
Fig. 8 is a view illustrating solenoid means con
A further object of the invention is to provide
trolling the work conveyor switch, said view being
an improved spraying machine which is substan
tially continuous and automatic in its operation taken in the direction of the arrows on the sec
passing through the line 8-8 of Fig. 7.
and can be served by one operator only and yet tionFig.line
a sectional view taken in the direction
have a high productivity and give uniform coats of the9 isarrows
on the section plane passing
40
of paint on the Workpieces.
through the line 9-9 of Fig. 7 and illustrating
A still further object of the invention is to pro
the spray gun and the operative arrangement
vide an improved spraying machine which oc
cupies very little space and yet gives a large vol thereof.
Fig. 10 is an electric wiring diagram illus
time of production.
.
the electric circuit operating the in
. . A further object of the invention is to provide trating
an automatic spraying machine having im proved automatic spraying machine embodying
present invention.
proved means which automatically bring the theBefore
explaining in detail the present inven
moving workpiece to a stop when it reaches a
tion it is to be understood that the invention is
predetermined position, starts operation of the
spraying gun, moves said gun around the work 5) not limited in its application to the details of con
piece following the configuration thereof, brings struction and arrangement of parts illustrated in
the gun back to its starting position, shuts the

the accompanying drawings, since the invention

gun off, and moves the sprayed workpiece away

is capable of other embodiments and of being

Other objects of this invention will appear in

5 is to be understood that the phraseology or ter

from the spray gun.

practiced or carried out in various ways. Also it

2
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minology employed herein is for the purpose of gaged by a chain 20 driving a second sprocket
wheel 2 with a shaft 22 on which said sprocket
description and not of limitation, and it is not in
wheel 2 is mounted. The shaft 22 has two in
tended to limit the invention claimed herein
beyond the requirements of the prior art.
termediate size sprocket wheels 23 and consti

tutes a driving shaft of the work conveyor
adapted to carry Workpieces past the Spray gun.

In the drawings there is shown, by Way of ex
ample, a spraying machine adapted for automatic

spraying of workpieces such as frames, curved
moldings and the like. The machine is termed
"automatic,' since the only manual operations in
connection with operating this improved machine
is loading and unloading of the Workpieces on
the work conveyor, all other operations being
performed automatically by improved means

The work carrying conveyor generally indi

10

performing predetermined functions.

The machine illustrated in the drawings and 15

hereinafter described is adapted for painting by
spraying a frame molding for a motor vehicle

To the links of the chains 25 there are Secured

tangular frame with rounded corners. It will be

pieces 30 (see Fig. 5), the two opposing pieces of

understood, however, that machines constructed
in accordance with the present invention may
be used for painting or Spraying a great number

the chains 25 being connected by means of a bar
or rod 3 f. Since links of the chain 25 are rela

tively small, the bars 3 are arranged relatively
close together, thus forming in effect a rather

of articles of various shapes, and, in fact, the
machine hereinafter described may be adapted
for painting workpieces of configurations differ
ent than that of the above Specified frame mold
ing which may be done by changing the guiding
means of the spray gun and properly arranging

the location and operation of the relay and

wide built-up flexible conveyor passing around

the sprocket wheels and driven by the electric
motor 7. Thus, when the electric motor

30

The machine illustrated in the drawings com

prises generally a work conveyor adapted to re
ceive workpieces to be painted, at one of its ends
and to discharge the same at its other end.
Superjacent of said conveyor there is provided a
movable Spray gun adapted to be moved in a
path corresponding to the configuration of the

end of the Operative movement thereof around
said path, for starting and shutting off the spray
gun. The machine is provided with a plurality
of Switches and relays included in an electric
circuit connected to a suitable source of electric

35

40

4. 5

horizontal members 6. On said table there is

suitable speed reduction, sprocket wheel 9 en

end, bring them to the spray gun generally indi

cated by the numeral 35 and to discharge said

Workpieces at its delivery end. Loading and un
loading of the conveyor 24 is done by hand as
Was explained above.
Intermittent motion of the conveyor 24 is ef
fected by opening and closing the electric circuit
feeding the work conveyor motor f7, the opening
of said circuit and consequently stopping the
motor 7 being effected at the moment when a
Workpiece reaches a predetermined position under
the Spray gun 35. In the present embodiment of
the invention such switch is exemplified by the
Switching device 36 operated for performance of
the above function by a relay 37 which relay is

open the air conduit thereby starting operation
of the spray gun. When the Spray gun reaches

operatively mounted an electric motor
con
nected drivingly through a gear box 8 effecting

of suitable means such as blocks 33 provided on

The conveyor 24 is adapted to move intermit
tently and to receive, workpieces at its receiving

electric motor actuating the gun moving chain
is automatically started and the spray gun moves
around said frame, means also being provided to

Referring to the drawings and particularly to

tially rectangular form, thus presenting work
pieces 32 are located on said conveyor by means

the bars or rods 3.

energy and adapted to control the above men

Figs. 1, 4 and 6, the spraying machine illustrated
therein comprises a frame made up of a plurality
of members forming a table having legs 5 and

therefore the entire conveyor.
The Work conveyor 24 is adapted to receive
workpieces 32 which in the present instaince
are garnish moldings such as are used in motor
vehicle bodies. The moldings are of a substan
pieces of closed linear configuration. The work

tioned electric motors. Said switches and relays
are so arranged that the work conveyor moves
Only until a Workpiece to be sprayed reaches a
predetermined position under said spray gun,
Whereupon the conveyor notor is shut off and
the Workpiece comes to rest. At this point the

the end of its working movement, the gun chain
actuating motor is Switched off, and the spray
gun is shut off. Simultaneously, the work con
veyor motor is switched on and the work con
veyor begins moving to carry the sprayed work
piece to the discharge end thereof and to bring
the new workpiece into the spraying position
under the spray gun.

operates it rotates a sprocket wheel 9. Rota
tion of said wheel 9 is transmitted by the chain
20 to the second sprocket wheel 2 and the shaft
22. The sprocket wheels 23 Secured on the ends
of the driven shaft 22 drive the chains 25 and

frame moldings to be sprayed. The work con
veyor and a chain moving said gun are actuated
with the aid of electric motors. There are also
provided means for opening and closing air con
duits of Said gun at the beginning and at the

large size idler sprocket wheels 27. There is pro
vided four of such large idler Sprocket wheels
divided into pairs, each pair being Operatively
mounted on a shaft 28 having ends journalled in
bearings 29 secured to the lower horizontal men
bers 6 of the table.

body, said molding being in the form of a rec

Switch means.

cated by the numeral 24 comprises two endless
connectors, in the present instance chains 25,
driven by the sprocket wheels 23, Said chains
being passed around idler Sprocket wheels 26 and

60

hereinafter termed “the first relay.' Said first
relay is operated in turn by means of a photo
electric device, often referred to in the art as

'an electric eye,' said device including a pro

jector 38 fed from an electric circuit supplying
electric current brought to proper voltage and
amperage with the aid of a transformer 39 con
nected to the electric source, in the present in
stance the regular power line. The projector 38
is adapted to throw a beam of light passing just

above the conveyor and received by a screen of

a light sensitive device 40 operatively connected
to said first relay 3. The beam of light is
adapted to be intercepted by a workpiece, when
the same reaches a predetermined position, such

interception of the light beam causing the light
sensitive device 40 to operate the first relay 37

3
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As
already
explained,
there
are
provided
and the switch 36 to open the electric circuit
feeding the work conveyor motor f7.
means, which become active at the moment of
Means for operating the spray gun 35 for per stopping of the work conveyor, operating to
formance of the predetermined functions there
switch on the spray gun motor 4, and also to
of comprise, first, electric actuating means and, start the spray gun 35 by opening an air valve
65 admitting air under pressure to said gun 35
second, guiding means therefor. The electric
through the air conduit 57. Said means Com
actuating means comprise an electric motor
provided with a suitable gear box 42 effecting
prise in the present embodiment of the inven
tion a second relay 66 electrically connected to
the desired rotative speed at the drive shaft, 43
carrying a drive pinion 44, the rotation of which 0. said light sensitive device 40, and to the power

line through the switch 36a as shown in the
diagram of Fig. 10. When the work conveyor

isdriven
transmitted
with the aid of a chain 45 to a
wheel 46. The wheel 46 is secured to
a shaft 4 on the opposite end of which is se
cured a driving wheel 48 engaging a gun moving
chain or conveyor 49. The gun moving chain
49 is adapted to move in a predetermined path
corresponding to the configuration of the work
piece 32 which path is determined by the guiding

stops, the second relay 66 switches on the gun
conveyor motor 4 and energizes the solenoid 6.

figuration of the workpiece is considerably

means operate to start the work conveyor, as
already described, thus beginning a new opera

which overcomes under said conditions, the re
sistance of the spring 68.

On the gun moving chain 45 there is provided
a pin or block 69 adapted to engage a hook
means generally indicated by the numeral 50 operated by an electric eye solenoid . The
and comprising a built-up templet of a con 20 hook 70 is adapted to operate the switches 36
figuration substantially similar to that of the
and 36a. A spring 72 is compressed when the
hook
is caught by the moving pin 69, and
Workpiece 32. The chain 49 is connected with
when the hook being raised by the solenoid
a gun 35 by means of an arm or link 5 adapted
to move bodily with said chain 49 making one is released, said spring expands, returning the
complete revolution as the chain makes one con ; switches 36 and 36a into the positions shown
plete turn. The link 5 is secured to the gun in in Fig. 10. This causes switching on of the work
conveyor motor as explained. When, how
such a way as to rotate the same as said link
moves around.
ever, the solenoid is de-energized and the hook
70 is engaged by the pin 69, the switches 36 and
Fig. 6 illustrates various positions of the gun
36a are operated to stop the spray gun motor
in the rotating movement thereof. It should be
and the gun moving chain 45. At the end of the
understood that the actual path of the gun al
though similar in its configuration to the con
movement of the gun moving chain 45, the above

smaller than the workpiece. In many instances
only rotation of the gun will be sufficient for
spraying workpieces of enclosed configurations.
The gun 35 is carried by a head generally indi
cated by the numeral 52, said head being a struc
ture providing three concentric conduits, 53, 53a,

and 53b, the central conduit 53 having a con
nection for a rubber hose 54 connected to the
paint supply tank 5.5. The paint from said con
duit 53 is delivered to the spray gun through the

tive cycle.

A general switch 73 is provided for the purpose
of starting and stopping the entire machine.
When said switch is closed the work conveyor be
gins moving. It is desirable to put a first Work

40

hose 54a, see Fig. 5. The hose 56 is adapted to
to the gun trigger while the hose 5 is an air
line for the spray connected to the Outer con

Since the relays 3 and 66 are of a conventional
design, the diagram of Fig. 10 is believed to be

supply air under pressure through conduit 5.3a

quite sufficient for those skilled in the art to
effect proper connections of the devices combined,

centric conduit 53t. Said hoses 56 and 5 and
conduits 53a and 53b continue in the form of

hoses 56a and 57 a leading to the spraygun 35,

forming in effect continuous conduits from the
source of air supply to the gun. It will be readily

tracing of all circuits. under the Conditions men
tioned being deemed unnecessary.
50

ed to move to a spraying position at Said gun as

workpiece of a substantially rectangular linear
configuration; guiding means adapted to guide

Although the hose lines 54, 56 and 5 are fixed

against rotation with the head 52 they remain
gull.

claia:

1. In a spraying machine, a spray gun, a work

conveyor operatively arranged with its working
side in spraying proximity to said gun and adapt

understood that the concentric conduits are
formed as shown in Fig. 9 by concentric tubes
connected to the gun and rotatable therewith.
at all tinnes in communication with the concen
tric tubes during any rotative movement thereof
in response to corresponding movements of the

piece on the conveyor when the same is still sta
tionary, since if no workpieces are carried by the
conveyor, it will move continuously, but the Spray
gun operating means will remain inactive.

the spray gun in a path corresponding substan
tially to the configuration of the workpiece; an
60

electric circuit including a source and an electric
notor adapted to actuate Said work conveyor, and

a second electric motor adapted to actuate said

The head 52 is rotatably carried by an arm 58

hingedly connected as shown at 59 to an arm 60
hingedly secured to the post 6 secured to the
plate 62. The plate 62 carries the gun actuating
and guiding means, and is in turn secured to

spraygun in said path; means adapted to switch
of Said conveyor motor when said workpiece
reaches its spraying position; and means for
starting said spray gun motor when said conveyor

of the machine.

spray gun completes its path.

stops, and starting said conveyor motor when the

the horizontal members 6 of the table or frame

It will now be clear in view of the foregoin
that the above described suspension of the gun
35 permits rotation as well as bodily movement
thereof without binding the parts or twisting
the hOSeS. The spray gun 35 may be of any
suitable construction, and being in itself a well
known device it need not be described in detail.

2. In a spraying machine, a bodily movable
air under pressure for operating said gun; a valve

Spray gun, a plurality of air conduits delivering

-

controlling said conduits; an electrically actu
ated work conveyor adapted to carry workpieces
past Said spray gun and to bring them successive
ly into a spraying position thereat; an electrical

2,281,169
4.
ly actuated flexible connector means for moving adapted to actuate said connector; photoelectric
said gun in a path corresponding substantially means including a device producing a light beam
interceptable by a workpiece reaching a prede
to the configuration of said workpieces; photo
termined position with respect to said gun at the
electric means controlled by the movement of the

initial position thereof; a relay-and-Switch means
controlled by said photoelectric means and adapt
ed to stop said conveyor motor by interrupting

workpieces on said work conveyor and adapted
to stop said conveyor when a workpiece reaches

a predetermined spraying position with respect
to said spray gun; a plurality of relays Con
trolled by said photoelectric means and adapted

to open electromagnetically said air conduits
to start said gun when the work conveyor stops,
to stop said gun moving means when the path of
the gun is completed simultaneously shutting off
said gun and starting again said work conveyor
for carrying away the sprayed workpiece and
bringing up another workpiece for starting the

the circuit thereof when said light beam is inter

O

closing tha electric circuit thereof for actuating

said flexible connector means and moving Said
15

gun in said path, to stop the connector motor
by opening the electric circuit thereof when the
gun reaches the end of said path, simultaneously
shutting off said gun and starting Saii WOIrk coa
veyor motor by closing the electric circuit there

next operative cycle.

. In a spraying machine, a bodily novable

spray gun, a plurality of air conduits delivering
air Ender pressure to said gun for Operating the
sale; a valve adapted to interrupt said conduits
for shutting off said guin; a work conveyor adapt
ed to carry workpieces past said gun and to bring

cepted by a workpiece, to open said air conduits.
electromagnetically for starting Operation of the
gun, to start said flexible connector motor by

of.
20

6. In & spraying machine having & bodily now

able spray gun, means for moving said gun along
a closed curvilinear path, a corveyor adapted to

nove a workpiece of a closed CLE Vilinea (Orfligul
ration substantially corresponding to that of said

then one after another into a spraying position.

therea; an electric motor adapted to actuate said .
conveyor; a flexible connector means adapted to
ove said gun along a path corresponding to the
configuration of the workpieces; an electric motor
adapted to actuate said connector; photoelectric
nears including a device producing a light bean 30
interceptable by a workpiece reaching a preder

gun path past Said-gun, ar, electric notor actuat

ing said conveyor, an ecctic circuit inciding 3,
source into which said notor is interposed for

operation, a photoelectic davice adapted to break
said circuit and to sto, said notor end, conse
quently, the conveyor when said piece reaches a

predetermined position near said spray gun, thus

bringing the workpiece to rest for spraying,
means controlled by said device and adapted
to move the operating gun around its curvilinear
nected relays and switches controlled by said
photoelectric means and adapted to stop said 35 path thus following the periphery of said work

termined position with respect to said gun at the
initial position thereof, a plurality of intercon

piece, and means adapted to close said circuit
after the spraying operation is completed thus

conveyor notor by opening the electric circuit

thereof when said light beam is intercepted by

Starting said motor for actuating the conveyor
a workpiece, to open said air conduits electro
and carrying said workpiece away fron said
negnetically for starting operation of the gun,
i
and to start said fiexible connector motor by clos 40 E.
7. In 3, Spraying machine, a spray gun; an
ing the electric circuit thereof for actuating said

fiexible connecto means and moving said gun in electrically actuated work conveyor adapted to
move a workpiece of a closed linear configura
Said path.
tion to a Spraying position at said gun, means
4. In a spraying machine, a spray gun, a plu
rality of air conduits delivering air under pressure 5 actuated by said conveyor when the workpiece
reaches spraying position, said means being
to said gun for operating the same; a valve adapt
ed to interrupt said conduits for shutting of said adapted to stop said conveyor and consequently
gun; a Work Conveyor adapted to carry work

pieces past said gun; an electric motor adapted
to actuate said conveyor; a flexible connector
means adapted to move said gun along a path

50

Corresponding to the configuration of the work

pieces; an electric motor adapted to actuate said

connector; photoelectric means including a device
producing a light beam interceptable by a work
piece reaching a predetermined position with re
spect to said gun at the initial position thereof;
relay-and-switch means controlled by said photo

electric means and adapted to stop said conveyor
motor when said light beam is intercepted by a
workpiece to bring said workpiece to rest for
spraying, and to start said conveyor motor after
the scraying operation is competed.
5. In a spraying machine, a bodily movable

spray gun, a plurality of air conduits delivering
air under pressure to said gun for operating the

6)

said workpiece at said gun and to hold it sta
tionary until the spraying operation is Com
pleted; guiding means for Said gun. So located
with respect to the workpiece when the Same
is held stationary that when the spray gun is
moved along said guiding means the spray fol
lows substantially the configuration of the work
piece, the configuration of said guiding means

being substantially similar to that of the work
piece; and an electrically actuated flexible mem
ber for moving said gun along said guidin
means while the workpiece is held stationary.

8. In a spraying nachine, a Spray gun; an

electrically actuated work conveyor adapted to

nove a workpiece of 8 curved linear configur
ration to a spraying position at Said gun, means

actuated by said conveyor when the workpiece
reaches Spraying position, Said means being
adapted to stop said conveyor and consequently

same; a valve adapted to interrupt said conduits

said workpiece at Saldi gun and to hold it sta

move said gun along a path corresponding to the
configuration of the workpieces; an electric notor

the spray follows gubstantially the configuration

tionary until the spraying operation is com
ed to carry workpieces past said gun and to bring O pleted; guiding means for said gun having con
figuration substantially similar to the configu
them one after another into a spraying position
ration of the workpiece and so located with re
thereat; an electric motor adapted to actuate said
conveyor; a flexible connector means adapted to Spect to the stationary held workpiece that when

for shutting off said gun; a work conveyor adapt

the spray gun is moved along said guiding means

5
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of the workpiece; an electric circuit including the spray from said gun follows substantially
configuration of said workpiece, and means
a source and an electric motor; a flexible end the
less member drivingly connected to said motor for moving said gun along said guiding means
and adapted to move said gun along said guid while the workpiece is being held stationary.
ing means while the workpiece is held stationary.
11. In a spraying machine for spraying work
9. In a spraying machine, a spray gun; an
pieces of uniform sizes, a spray gun bodily mov
electrically actuated work conveyor adapted to
able along a curvilinear path lying in a sub
move a workpiece of a curved linear configura
stantially straight plane and substantially cor
tion to a spraying position at Said gun, means
responding to the configuration of the workpiece
actuated by said conveyor when the workpiece to be sprayed, an intermittently moving endless
reaches spraying position, said means being
conveyor adapted to receive workpieces and to
adapted to stop said conveyor and consequently
bring them one after another into a position in
said workpiece at said gun and to hold it sta
spraying proximity to said gun and to stop in
tionary until the spraying operation is con
such a position having the respective workpiece
pleted; guiding means for said gun having a con 5 in such spaced relationship to the gun that when

figuration substantially similar to that of the
workpiece and so located with respect to the
workpiece when the same is held stationary and
the spray gun is moved along said guiding means,

the spray follows substantially the configuration

of the workpiece; an electric circuit normally
kept open and including a source and an elec
tric motor electrically interposed in said circuit,
an endless chain drivingly connected to said
motor and adapted to move said gun along said
guiding means; and means adapted to close said
circuit when the workpiece reaches its spraying
position, and to open said circuit again after
Said gun completes its movement along said
Workpiece and returns to its original position.
10. In a spraying machine, a bodily movable
spraying gun, a work conveyor operatively ar
ranged adjacent said spraying gun and adapted

20

12. In a spraying machine for spraying work
able along a curved closed path substantially
corresponding to the configuration of the work
pieces of uniform sizes, a spray gun bodily mov

3)

to move workpieces of curvilinear. configuration
to and past said gun, means adapted to hold
the workpieces in predetermined positions on
said conveyor, means adapted to move said con

veyor intermittently to bring the workpieces suc
cessively to said gun, electric means adapted to

stop said conveyor when a workpiece reaches a
predetermined position near said gun in order
to hold the workpiece in spraying proximity to
said gun until the spraying operation is com
pleted, valve means controlled by said conveyor
to cause operation of said gun when the conveyor
stops, and guiding means for said gun so ar
ranged with respect to the workpiece on said

Conveyor in proximity to said gun that when
the spray gun is moved along said guiding means

said gun moves along its path the spray of the
gun substantially follows the configuration of
said workpiece, means stopping said conveyor
as a workpiece reaches said position, and means
beginning the moving of said gun for spraying
said workpiece as said conveyor stops.

it)

pieces to be sprayed, valve means controlling
the opening and closing of the spray of said
gun, an endless conveyor adapted to receive
workpieces to be sprayed and to bring then suc
cessively one after another into a spraying posi
tion at said gun and when stopped to hold a
workpiece in such position for a period of time
sufficient for said gun to travel around its path
spraying said workpiece, an electric motor ac
tuating said conveyor, an electric circuit into
which said motor is electrically interposed for
operation, a source of electric energy interposed
in said circuit, a photoelectric device adapted
to be actuated by said conveyor when a work
piece reaches said spraying position to break said
motor circuit and to stop said motor and said
conveyor in order to hold the workpiece sta
tionary until the spraying operation is com
pleted, and a relay means adapted to be con
trolled by said photoelectric device and to ac
tuate said gun valve means when said conveyor
stops.
HERBERT J. PATTSON.
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